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About This Game

The small town is a very important town indeed. Here, a unique industrial complex is located. Rumor has it that it does not
require energy for production, because that is exactly what it produces! How is this possible?

It looks like an unknown villain is ready to answer this question. He kidnaps the head of the city administration during his
performance, leaving the sinister scarecrow on the stage instead!

What will our search for the Mayor reveal? The secret of the small town is much more than you could possibly imagine!

Cozy, hand-drawn scenes.

Puzzles of varying complexity.
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A story told by the villain himself.

A gallery to complement the story.
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Very very good game but... very very difficult one!
If you succeed in finishing the game without using any hints congrats to you!
Don't start with this one if you are new to hidden objects games!
The game background is really nice.
9/10
. The game had alot of puzzles, several were the obnoxious " make evverything light up" kind. Some were truly enjoyable. The
Last "puzzle" if you can call it a puzzle was a deal killer for me. I realized at this point that the developers ran out of ideas and
decided that punishing you for purchasing the game was a good idea. I like logic not random events when trying to solve. I
stopped it there and moved on. Decent game overall but that killed it for me . I can't recommend a game that tries to hard to
prove that it is challenging by resorting to monotous, random, time consuming, illogical problem solving. Too bad since for the
most part it was decent.. This game was pretty fun up until that boss "puzzle". It is unbeatable. I cannot finish this game. DO.
NOT. BUY. IT. VERY VERY UNSATISFYING.. This game is a really good hidden object/puzzle game. If you've ever
enjoyed a game by Big Fish games then you will love The Big Secret of a Small Town.

Story: There isn't much story and what there is I had forgotten by the end. You are a detective trying to find the mayor (I think, I
honestly forgot all the story by the end).

Level Design: It does a great job of keeping the area you can explore small in order to minimize confusion and backtracking.
One thing that can get annoying with adventure games is getting 45 minutes into a game and realizing you forgot an object in the
first screen. Big Secret is designed to keep your frustration to a minimum.

Puzzles: The puzzles cover a wide variety of styles, from slide puzzles to Tetris block puzzles. If I recall correctly, not a single
style was repeated so it never got repetitive or boring. The only puzzle I disliked was the final puzzle, which was seemingly
random. The flow of the game is: You're stuck in an area. Find hidden objects, use objects on devices which leads to a puzzle
that rewards you with an object that you use on a central puzzle which in turn helps you exist the area. It's a nice formula that
kept me hooked to the end.

Overall: I recommend The Big Secret if you like casual puzzle games. Sometimes it can be hard to find genuinely good casual
games so I say jump on this one if that's your thing.. I was given this game for review purposes.

It's a great game with a lot of potential. The storyline is fascinating, the puzzles are the appropriate level of difficulty and it
breaks away from your standard hidden object feel. They don't have a panel where you have to find unrelated things to the game
(i.e. find 10 umbrelas so you can get 1 screw type thing). I would classify it as a puzzle-novel with a hidden object feel. In any
case, it's a nice little game and you should give it a try!

Pros:
-Good voice acting
-Nice music
-Beautiful artwork
-Intriguing story
-Fun puzzles

Cons:
-The "hints" might not be helpful at times
-Some puzzles are not explained well
-The lack of a Journal or some type of Document of clues you find (i.e. number combinations used later) can be a little
frustrating at times.
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Mehs:
-Kind of short

Overall, I'd give it a 8.75/10. I agree with the other reviews posted here. This game is not so much a hidden object game as it is
a puzzle type scavenger hunt that requires you to find items and piece them together to solve problems. It took me by surprise
actually as I weekly search for hidden object games on Steam and when this popped up I bought it thinking that is what it was.

I am not disappointed however as the story is good but it does lack some things. The hints button is not that helpful and
sometimes you can miss items due to them being so small you pass by them. And if you need to skip a puzzle the loading time
for skipping it really drags out.

So it's a good game but not a great game. And don't buy it thinking its a HOG like I did.
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Not recommended. Unituitive, bad UI, 4*3 resolution. Story is almost nonexistent. Clues stoppped working half way through
the story. Drawing is good though. Also there is an item that you never use and it just stays with you till the end. Kinda stange
for a HOG. BTW it's not classical HOG actualy. You just have to pixel-hunt few times to collect several objects.. The Big
Secret of a Small Town is a point and click "crime solving game."
(And it is mind bendingly difficult.)

You use your mouse to interact with a still screen. You find objects that you need to continue on to the next area. You will need
to do a lot of back tracking and searching around carefully. I would recommend playing this on the easy mode, at least at first,
so you can get a handle on how the game play works. Hints will tell you what you need to look for next or how certain items
interact.

You will also periodically come across puzzles. These puzzles can involve placing a pattern in the right order, matching symbols,
etc... Some of these are easy and some of them are not. Luckily you can skip these puzzles if they are too hard for you.

Story has some interesting points and seems to have a solid lore. Graphics for videos are well done.

This type of game is not for everyone. If you like point and click games, like crime solving games, or like visual novels you may
like this game. And in terms of the quality of the game I can give it a thumbs up.
. Pros:
- Great Hand-Drawn Art
- Complex Puzzle

Cons:
- Game doesn't run on HD Resolution
( Note: I've change resolution on the config.ini but it doen't make a sense )
- Sometime Hint aren't too helpful
- Can't switch to Windowed mode even if i already un-check the Fullscreen, i think it was a bug

Overall story is great and Object is completely Hidden.

My Score for this game: 8 / 10. I just could not get into this game - the game play did not really have the Hidden objects part
down pat - it is difficult to understand what you require and the Help is not really helpfull - I actually found the clues to be
clueless and therefore will not be able to rate this game in a positive light. Good luck to other people who might want to play
this.. This game was pretty fun up until that boss "puzzle". It is unbeatable. I cannot finish this game. DO. NOT. BUY. IT.
VERY VERY UNSATISFYING.. Wish I could give this a clear thumbs up but can't, if I could it would be a maybe.

At its core, the game is a solid puzzler with a great set of variety as well as difficulty. Great artwork and serviceable story, I
guess.

The problem lies in the hidden objects part. There's far too many so-called "pixel hunts" or objects so small or obscure that you
have to slowly trawl the pointer across the screen until you get lucky or just use the hint for a clue. Almost immediately in the
beginning you have to find 5 tiny triangular buttons, which are practically microscopic. To me, that's just poor design, not
challenge.

Moments like that made me so frustrated that when it came time for the puzzles, I may not have had the patience and skipped
them rather than take the time to appreciate them.

Not a bad game, just poor design choices that I hope they learned from for the future.. Nice little (short) game with sensible
puzzles and good hint system. Some of the objects are a littll;e hard to see though.
Last puzzle is a bit annoying. Enjoyable, approx. 4 hours.. Really good game, nice graphisms and interesting puzzles.. Very
interesting, colourfull and joyfull game. Lots of puzzles. Must have for point and click puzzle story lovers. Recommend it!
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